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An overview of 
Fullscript Daily Packs

Why should I recommend Fullscript 
Daily Packs?


Fullscript Daily Packs deliver 30 days’ worth of high-

quality supplements that support your patients’ 

wellness routines, leading to increased adherence. You 

can recommend two types based on what you feel fits 

best with your patients’ wellness journey. Ready-made 

daily packs are curated by the Fullscript Integrative 

Medical Advisory Team, and customized daily packs 

are tailored to your patients’ individual needs.

Can my patients change which 
supplements are in the customized 
daily pack packets or box?


At this time, patients can only self-serve the ready-

made daily packs. They cannot create their own 

customized daily packs. You will need to create them 

as part of your patients’ treatment plans.

Can I change which supplements are in 
the customized daily packs?


Yes, you can curate both day and night customized 

daily pack packets and boxes (including dosage 

amounts), accessing Fullscript’s  of dozens of 

brands and products, which is continually expanding 

as we add more options through the year.


catalog

What conditions do the supplements in 
Fullscript Daily Packs support?


Fullscript Daily Packs address such common  

conditions as:

 Adrenal and stress

 Blood pressure 
maintenance


 Digestive healt

 Blood sugar

 Join

 Cholestero

 Everyday health needs


 Immunit

 Sleep 

https://fs-marketing-files.s3.amazonaws.com/handouts/dynamic-packs-catalog.pdf


1:1 plans Shareable protocols Catalog banner

Add daily packs to your 

recommendations like 

any other product.

Create and send daily packs 

protocols to select or all patients 

from the “Protocols” page.

A daily packs banner will be in 

the catalog for patients who 

have permission to self-serve.*

Three ways patients can access

Fullscript Daily Packs

Click here to explore in-depth FAQs  

about Fullscript Daily Packs.

Have more questions?

*Closed or restricted catalogs will not feature a daily packs banner.

https://fs-marketing-files.s3.amazonaws.com/resources/fullscript-daily-packs-faq-practitioners.pdf
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